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This volume brings together two subjects strongly connected but long segregated from
each other. The history of race in America has been written as if technologies scarcely
existed, and the history of technology as if it were utterly innocent of racial signifi-
cance. Neither of these assumptions bears scrutiny. Indeed, in both cases the very oppo-
site is true; an ancient and pervasive set of bonds links their histories. But there is little
by way of an established literature that directly explores this relationship, nor a body
of teaching that unites the two subjects. So we must begin the project of constructing
a joint history by re-thinking our own assumptions, by borrowing useful ideas from
related fields of scholarship, and by selecting examples of method and subject matter
that promise fruitful lines of investigation—and in that fashion lay a groundwork. That
is why this book is subtitled “Needs and Opportunities for Study.” Its goal is simply
to open up the topic for further exploration.

There are reasons why the past we seek to reveal has been so long denied, and racial
prejudice dominates all of them. But more particularly, perceptions about inventive-
ness, presentations in our history about the nation-building role of technological tal-
ent, and the disciplinary boundaries between the fields of study themselves—as well as
the politics that drove their own development—have all served to mask reality, and
they are among the issues I want to consider in this introductory essay. A good place
to start is with our oldest, most obvious attitudes. White Americans, including those
as committed to Enlightenment ideals as Thomas Jefferson—even as he corresponded
with Benjamin Banneker, the African-American astronomer and almanac maker—
believed the black people among them were mentally inferior, and by that they didn’t
just mean a capacity for advanced intellectual accomplishment.1 What good would
freedom be, one Southern planter put it, to a field hand whose highest faculties were
taxed “to discriminate between cotton and crop-grass, and to strike one with a hoe
without hitting the other”?2 Crude preconceptions of mental inferiority went well
beyond simple tool using to include almost any aptitude for technological competence,
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and these notions flowered in the basic conditions of forced servitude. Owners linked
the supposed endurance for hard, menial labor to brutish intelligence, and then justi-
fied enslavement on the grounds of such limited capacities. Besides that casual kind of
rationalization, a substantial eighteenth-century literature invidiously compared
African and other non-Western civilizations in terms of their relative backwardness in
science and technology, making it easy for Europeans and Americans to take it as given
that inventive talent was not to be found in any people of color.3

The idea that technical competence was related to race grew even more fixed with
time. Even in the relatively tolerant city of Philadelphia, the Franklin Institute, estab-
lished in 1824 explicitly to encourage the development of the mechanic arts, refused to
allow blacks to attend lectures or classes. As Nina Lerman shows in her essay in this
volume, the city’s educational institutions increasingly planned occupations for its black
students that required only minimal training. The great industrial expositions of the
latter part of the nineteenth century made the same point graphically in the contrasts
they drew between exhibits of the savagery of the dark-skinned peoples of the world
and the brilliant flowering of civilized progress epitomized in Chicago’s 1893 “White
City.”4 But rather than simply the shell or emblem of racist thinking, defining African-
Americans as technically incompetent and then—in a kind of double curse—denying
them access to education, control over complex machinery, or the power of patent
rights lay at the heart of the distinctions drawn between black and white people in this
country. That formulation always served important political, economic, and social
functions, and it is fundamentally why race and technology have for such a long time
seemed different, even immiscible, categories of analysis. Racism may have colored all
our history, but it whitened the national narrative.

Now, without looking very hard, we can see that this deeply ingrained and long per-
petuated myth of black disingenuity has been a central element in attempts to justify
slavery, as well as a whole array of racialized behaviors in the centuries after emanci-
pation. But we are still left to wonder why scholars haven’t stepped in with a more crit-
ically satisfying analysis of the relation between race and technology. The answer to
that question lies at least partly in the evolution of the disciplines most concerned with
those subjects.

In the United States, the history of technology emerged on a wave of post-World War
II technological enthusiasm and economic ebullience. Perhaps naturally, it took on a cel-
ebratory character, emphasizing a triumphant technics, and Cold War politics rein-
forced that tendency. This kind of attention to great men and technological progress
drove research into rather limited and exclusive channels that centered on big capital,
complex technologies, and the small fragment of the population acting on that narrow
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stage. Inevitably, it dismissed all those who, to use Carroll Pursell’s apt language, “were
effectively barred by law, habit, and social expectation from the design and develop-
ment stages of technical praxis.”5 It was a tale, in other words, of advantage and the
successes that flowed from it. 

This essentially conservative approach had its own theory. Brooke Hindle, one of
the field’s early spokesmen, claimed that there was a deep, interior logic to technology,
crucial to the understanding of its meaning, and accessible only through rigorous study
of its internal complexities.6 That position argued the need for technical as well as his-
torical training, and more selectively defined who and what was worth study. It took
a new generation of historians to realize that technology is as much about process as
about product, and that its history legitimately comprises the field as well as the factory,
the home as well as the engineering site. 

George Washington Williams published his History of the Negro Race in America
from 1619 to 1880 in 1882, though most people would date the origins of African-
American history as a discipline to Carter Woodson’s founding of the Association for
the Study of Negro Life and History in 1915.7 Still, it was not until the 1960s that
African-American Studies became established in the academy, largely as a conse-
quence of the civil rights movement and the research of a group of historians who
wrote out of strong ideological conviction. The field that emerged continued a tradi-
tion of writing about race relations, implicitly if not explicitly, as a basis for political
action. As it matured, however, scholars produced increasingly complex and subtle
conceptual frameworks for analyzing race, including new understandings of agency—
the ways in which men and women shape their own lives, even under disadvantageous
circumstances. 

These theoretical advances in both fields now open the way for an enriched history
of technology and for new insights into the role of technology in African-American life.
We have learned for a certainty that race is not a fixed, immutable concept—that
definitions of who is white and who is black have changed with time, place, and
circumstance. That technology is also a product of interest—political and ideological
as well as economic—is also now widely accepted as an analytical point of departure.
And we can begin to see that these subjects are more tightly connected than we imag-
ined. Technology has long been an important element in the formation of racial iden-
tity in America. Whiteness and technological capability, Susan Smulyan points out, were
usually seen as “natural” parts of each other, and as fundamental elements of mas-
culinity.8 By the end of the nineteenth century, these ideas had found widespread accep-
tance in such best-selling novels as Trail of the Lonesome Pine and The Winning of
Barbara Worth, each subsequently made into a movie that featured a rugged, intelligent,
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problem-solving white engineer as the leading male character. An opposite calculus—
the imputation of foolish incompetence in blacks, and thus the want of a key ingredi-
ent for independent manhood—found equally widespread acceptance. How and why
these constructions were framed and how they interact thus becomes not just a good
object of study, but a critical one.

There is a very reasonable argument to be made for the proposition that all discus-
sions of race should go beyond the simple juxtaposition of black and white, and this is
certainly true in the case of technology. But there is an equally persuasive logic for start-
ing with African-Americans—because they are the classic American minority group,
because they have been the focus of most American civil rights efforts, and because in
their case American ideals of justice and equity are most specifically at issue.9

Yet, even with an enhanced appreciation of the complexities of these subjects and of
their interrelatedness, we need also to be reminded that, although archival holdings
and museum collections influence what historians study, people also make choices
about what history gets written. Until feminist scholars created the analytical tools that
revealed the women who had been there all along, historians could hardly imagine their
existence.10 Similarly, until very recently few historians have sought analytical tools
that might link the study of African-Americans and technology. Just as it took new
approaches to put women back into the story of America, so we now seek the means
to write blacks back into the history of American technology.

To conceive such tools, we need to start not with African-Americans but with the
ways in which white Americans have represented themselves. From the eighteenth cen-
tury on, white Americans described themselves as an inventive people. They claimed
to have a natural disposition for quick and novel solutions to the practical problems
of life. That is what “Yankee ingenuity” meant—a self-attached label, applied early
on.11 And that distinct image, explicitly and repeatedly articulated over the next two
centuries, was ideologically linked to the exploitation of the continent’s natural
resources as well as to the historic destiny white Americans imagined to be the just con-
sequence of their political experiment. Democratic ideals would triumph by releasing
the people’s energies, and they would prosper by exploiting the resources that had been
given them.

But that romantic vision was always framed in racial terms. European-Americans
almost never considered the Africans among them, whether enslaved or enfranchised,
to be capable of creative technical thought—and they translated that difference into
an explicit point of contrast. Hundreds of examples illustrate that conviction, but they
are all summed up in the sarcasm of a Massachusetts lawyer in a patent case when
he said “I never knew a negro to invent anything but lies.”12 And even as colonial
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newspaper advertisements by the hundreds described the considerable craft skills of
runaways, plantation owners insisted that enslaved Africans broke or misused their
tools because they could not understand how to use them, not as deliberate acts of
resistance.13

More than that, Ron Takaki points out, technology was perceived as the means by
which people of color throughout the United States—African, Native American,
Hispanic, and Asian—were to be subordinated to the grander purposes of American
civilization.14 All down these long decades, white, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant Americans
made technology and the capacity for its skillful management central both to the task
of nation-building and to the way they represented themselves. Just as plainly, they
contrasted themselves to people of color, whom they judged incapable of such things.
That’s what Toni Morrison means by “Africanism,” an explicit kind of marginaliza-
tion against which privileged status can be defined.15

Our history with technology, then, has always been entangled in ideas about race.
But the curious consequence is that we have written that history blind to color—as if
accepting all those earlier assumptions about who was inventive and who was not, as
if the ways in which a people thought about and used technologies were essentially
irrelevant. This limited kind of understanding is currently under attack. The work of
Takaki, Robert Rydell, and Michael Adas reveals the extent to which our historic con-
cepts of technology and of our own technological prowess have been infused by racial
ideology.16 Even Technology and Culture—the principal journal on the history of tech-
nology—has started publishing articles that explicitly engage the issue of race and
technology. One example, reprinted here, shows how rice cultivation in South Carolina
and Georgia depended on knowledge brought to those places by enslaved Africans. We
already knew from Peter Wood’s work that lowland South Carolina planters preferred
slaves from the rice-growing regions of Africa, and we knew that those slave owners
were themselves originally ignorant of the techniques and processes of rice cultiva-
tion.17 Now we can appreciate in more explicit detail the specifics of field layout, of
irrigation methods, and of the technics of rice processing (all African imports), and
what we learn directly challenges the notion that blacks contributed only their labor.18

Another recent article in Technology and Culture describes the relation between race,
changing technology, and work assignments at Bell Telephone, and shows how the
technological displacement of labor was biased by color.19 We always thought that
happened; now we have a compelling analysis of the process. So, even if slowly, we
begin to see that in our country technology and race have always been tied closely
together, just as we begin to sense that those connections are much more intertwined
and ubiquitous than we ever realized.
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How can we throw even more light on these complexities? We might start by search-
ing out all the black inventors who have never received appropriate credit. That
approach not only gives the lie to the myth of disingenuity, but also offers the com-
fort of familiar ground. In this country we have always celebrated our inventors. We
love telling success stories, imagining them to say something important about both
our past and our future. And in fact we are now beginning to see some interesting
work about black inventiveness. A good place to start is Portia James’s The Real
McCoy, an extensive catalog written to accompany an exhibit she developed at the
Anacostia Museum of the Smithsonian Institution. In a revised form, her essay from
that book is included in this volume.20 Another source that will prove valuable is
Rayvon Fouche’s Black Inventors in the Age of Segregation, soon to be released by the
John Hopkins University Press

Invention is, however, a problematic category of analysis. The patent system has
always worked worst for the poor, who have had least access to its law and processes,
and that proved doubly so for black inventors. Before 1865, they were even denied the
right to a patent, so that slave owners could lay claim to the intellectual as well as the
physical labor of their property. After 1865 blacks more often than not lacked the eco-
nomic resources to develop their ideas into patentable or marketable form, and for that
reason were often forced to sell their interest in inventions prematurely. The romance
of invention focuses on the flash of creative insight, to use A. P. Usher’s dramatic phrase,
but financial rewards more often depend on the legal manipulation of patent rights—
something else not easily managed from the margins of society.21 Finally, it is important
to realize that patents describe only a fragment of human inventive activity and are
only a small part of the story of people’s experiences with technologies. On the other
hand, if that familiar model doesn’t work very well, what new paradigms do we need
in order to discover the connections we seek?

In fact, all it takes to reveal a much more richly populated and therefore more authen-
tic history is to turn the older approach on its head. If, instead of concentrating on the
production of new technology, we look equally hard at the worlds of labor and of con-
sumption, then whole new casts of characters emerge. Let’s start with work. After all,
it was the work of African-Americans that created the rice, tobacco, and cotton
economies of the South, and thus so much of America’s eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century agricultural wealth. Some of that labor also took place in factories, both before
and after the Civil War. Charles B. Dew originally pointed out the crucial role played
by skilled slave ironworkers in Richmond’s Tredegar Ironworks, one of the South’s
largest industrial enterprises. In a subsequent analysis of smaller furnaces and forges in
the great valley of Virginia, Dew revealed both the extent to which slave artisans (who
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couldn’t go on strike) became the preferred work force and how their skills gave them
some control over their own work assignments.22 W. E. B. Du Bois, in The Negro
Artisan, identified black workers with “considerable mechanical ingenuity” across a
broad range of craft and manufacturing occupations.23 World War I opened up new
opportunities for black people in Northern factories, breaking the agricultural “job
ceiling” (to use the words of Trotter and Lewis) and making blacks important
contributors to the nation’s industrial economy.24

Thinking about labor means establishing the historical worth of the work in which
most people have always been engaged, and it means exploring more creatively the
relations between work, technologies, and skill. I don’t at all mean to suggest that we
relegate the inventive imagination of Elijah McCoy or Granville Woods to a place of
lesser historic importance. But if we intend a truly inclusive history, an argument
Lonnie Bunch cogently advances in an essay reprinted here, then we have to take into
account all those people whose most crucial encounter with machines and techno-
logical systems takes place on the job. And surely it is the case that, in the normal,
daily working of the world, skill and experience count for as much as abstract knowl-
edge and formal training. What makes this fact important to us is that by defining
technical knowledge and creativity in broad terms we immediately reveal hosts of
African-Americans who had previously been excluded from the story. We find them
planning the layout of South Carolina rice fields, creating pottery, fashioning the
furniture now highly prized by collectors, using sewing machines, running and fixing
cotton gins, molding iron in Henry Ford’s assembly-line factories, and fishing in the
ocean for schools of menhaden.25

Frederick Douglass understood the critical importance of these kinds of skills in
American society, and more particularly he recognized the precise connection in our
society between skill and manly status. In an 1848 letter to Harriet Beecher Stowe, he
wrote: “We must become mechanics—we must build, as well as live in houses—we
must make, as well as use furniture—we must construct bridges, as well as pass over
them—before we can properly live, or be respected by our fellow men.”26

Work has been an important theme of recent studies in African-American history. But
in addition to the relation between labor and the creation of wealth, we also need to
think about the connections between work and craft and about the affinity between
craft skill and knowledge. Since the nineteenth century, engineering in this country has
depended on a published literature and on advanced formal instruction that has
included physics and mathematics. Craft skill depends on a different kind of knowl-
edge, most of it unwritten and learned on the job. Apprenticeship—whether institu-
tionalized or not—rests on emulation and repetitive practice in the interest of acquiring
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manual skills, and it is married to experience with the ways in which materials behave
in different circumstances. Not only is this kind of knowledge complex and difficult to
transfer; it gains importance when considered in the context of the history of American
slavery, the formal acquisition of knowledge by slaves having been forbidden by law.

In the seventeenth century, there was little hesitancy at exploiting the technical tal-
ents of African labor. Edmund White, for instance, wrote in 1688 to Joseph Morton,
twice governor of the Carolina colony: “let yr negroes be taught to be smiths, shoe-
makers & carpenters & bricklayers: they are capable of learning anything.”27 And learn
they did. Robert Fogel estimates that by the eighteenth century 10 percent of all black
women were engaged in cloth production, while upwards of half of all male slaves were
employed in blacksmithing, leather-working, cooperage, and carpentry—all consid-
ered elite occupations, as were such subsequent pursuits as the management of steam
engines, boilers, and other machinery.28 Indeed, Fogel points out, plantations were
industrial enterprises that employed advanced technologies and depended upon a wide
variety of skills. A more complex division of labor yields more complex labor, and this
fact is important as a corrective to the notion that enslaved blacks were ignorant of
current technics and untouched by them.

Almost from the beginning, slavery in America was characterized by substantial tech-
nical talent and an elaborate occupational hierarchy. Moreover, planters encouraged
the development of hierarchies, seeing it as a means of ensuring a tractable work force.
As Fogel argues, “the critical decision made by the planters, the decision that allowed
the eventual emergence of a many-sided and often quasi-autonomous slave society, was
the switch from whites to slaves as the source of personnel for their various manager-
ial and craft slots.”29 There were risks to this approach. Even as their owners encour-
aged legislation to prohibit the education of slaves, the teaching of craft skills often
required some book learning. And knowledge combined with skill brought other con-
tradictions. One planter ruefully observed that, analogous to the profit he made, these
elite occupations rewarded their black practitioners with “an extra measure of pride.”30

So perhaps we shouldn’t be surprised to learn that skilled craftsmen led most slave
rebellions.

Identity through one’s work has always been a fundamental part of our culture.
Consider the maritime occupations, for example. Long before Frederick Douglass
learned the ship caulker’s trade, blacks—both free and unfree—worked at shipbuild-
ing, as sailmakers, and as sailors.31 On both sides of the Chesapeake, where waterways
provided the dominant means of transportation, as well as the source of seafood and
game, generations of African-American watermen and boat builders, down to the pre-
sent, have practiced their crafts, as family histories are now beginning to reveal.32
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Pursuing these kinds of investigations will amplify our understanding both of tech-
nology and of the diverse people engaged with it. And field is as relevant as factory;
agriculture depends on a set of technologies, just as does fishing, mining, and forestry.
Each also requires varied kinds of expertise in the management of its techniques, some
of which, Barbara Garrity-Blake’s essay provocatively suggests, can even be invisible
in character.

Finally, examining the links between race and labor gives us more useful conceptual
tools. Scholars have already noticed that while access to technology-related jobs has
often been made a matter of color, that relationship has often changed as technologies
have changed, and the assignments have also differed geographically. At one end of the
range technologies displace labor, while at the other technologies create a demand for
low-wage labor in high-risk conditions, some of which can include strikebreaking.
Thus, new technologies constantly force the renegotiation of racialized work, and the
whole history of that process remains to be written.33

An examination of the role of consumption similarly reveals a much more interest-
ing picture of the relation between technology and race and promises an especially fruit-
ful line of inquiry. Leaving aside the idea that consumers play a role in the design process,
it can at least be said that outside of work, most of us encounter technologies as con-
sumers—that is, through use. Patents, after all, have little historical importance if no
one uses the thing invented, as happens more often than one might realize. Moreover,
we know that people employ technologies differently. Black families in Atlanta used
automobiles not only for work or personal convenience, but also to escape the humili-
ating experience of segregated systems of public transit—thus giving that technology a
distinctly political purpose.34 Indeed, Langdon Winner claims that technologies actu-
ally have politics embedded in their forms—an argument that might sound right to any-
one familiar with the effects of technological unemployment on blacks.35 And it works
the other way, too. The furnaces and foundries at the Ford Motor Company, for exam-
ple, replicated the social politics of the outside world when white workers decided that,
regardless of pay scales, they would not work at such dirty jobs.36

Besides whatever practical ends or economic ambitions it serves, access to technol-
ogy defines status and power. Electrical technicians of the late nineteenth century, in an
attempt to establish their own primacy as experts in the fluid occupational demo-
graphics of that period, consistently belittled the technological competence of blacks
and women.37 People use technology that way—to maintain existing social arrange-
ments, or to escape them. We can most clearly see how these behaviors and strategies
play out in the case of novel technologies; Kathleen Franz’s essay in this volume shows
the rich research possibilities of this approach.
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People also appropriate technologies for their own ends, which are often different
than those originally intended. Women have been known to cook turkeys in dish-
washers, using the drying cycle. A decade ago, young African-American musicians
experimentally scratched a stylus across vinyl records to create an alternative sound
that carried political and cultural meaning. Despite the subsequent commercialization
of that sound, it is still a good example of people using their politics to rethink tech-
nologies.38 And here we come back to that matter of representation. Bell hooks has
focused our attention on “the politics of representation,” and that issue bears with par-
ticular force for us here because it has been such a struggle for blacks to represent them-
selves as technically competent. Photography is an oblique but good example of the
case. When black people used it, the camera became “a political instrument, a way to
resist misrepresentation, as well as a means by which alternative images could be pro-
duced.” The camera was crucial to the way they could picture themselves. It gave them
a means to “participate fully in the production of images,” regardless of class—an abil-
ity that was enormously important in a world where someone else usually controlled
the ways in which African-Americans were represented. Photography became, as hooks
puts it, “a powerful location for the construction of an oppositional black aesthetic.”39

This power to define reality provides a starting point from which to shape politics and
culture differently. And it works two ways: cameras in black hands—just like the tech-
nology of music in black hands—allows for the creation of an alternative image, but
that image also enables African-Americans to represent themselves as skillful in the
management of those technologies.

Thus, the way we think about race is often shaped by the technology employed in
the debate. That connection becomes clear if we look at communications media, and
it tells us something important about the control of radio that “Amos ’n’ Andy” was
the first serial program broadcast nationally in the United States. Even though that par-
ticular show employed white actors who imitated Negro speech, in many other cases
the networks depended on black artists for talent, an important reality for people of
color. According to Stanley Crouch, African-Americans could “remember radio waves
smacking down segregation and making the jazz and dance band broadcasts, for
instance, national experiences in the most democratic sense possible.”40

African-Americans have always been interested in new technologies. And, like most
other Americans, they have believed in the regenerative powers of technology.
Inevitably, they ascribed an array of possibilities to machines such as cars and air-
planes—new economic opportunities, an escape from racism, the chance to claim a
place for themselves in American society. But technologies that you cannot own are
different. Blacks could and did buy phonograph records as a way of managing the
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content of that technology within their own homes. The content of radio, however,
was much more difficult to control, as those “Amos ’n’ Andy” broadcasts so blatantly
revealed. Yet even in this case, the politics of radio technology allowed African-
Americans at least one chance to manipulate programming for their own ends.

Barbara Savage tells the story in her recent book Broadcasting Freedom. The cen-
tral character in this episode is Ambrose Calliver, Senior Specialist in Education of
Negroes in the U.S. Department of Education.41 Long interested in radio as a medium,
Calliver wanted to develop a series of programs that would showcase African-
American contributions to the nation’s history, culture, and intellectual life. To that
end, he adroitly linked technology and politics. First, he knew that the Roosevelt
administration was concerned about the extent to which blacks would support the
war effort, particularly since A. Philip Randolph—using the very rhetoric employed
against Hitlerism to address the problems of racism at home—was threatening a
march on Washington to protest discriminatory hiring in defense jobs. Calliver also
appreciated the fact that government control of frequency allocation gave him lever-
age with network broadcasters, and he understood that this public character of radio
made it especially suitable for educational content. Calliver skillfully manipulated
these factors to push NBC into broadcasting a series called “Freedom’s People,” start-
ing in the fall of 1941. Using an experienced science writer, he artfully orchestrated a
message that began with comfortable, non-threatening music such as “Go Down
Moses” and featured celebrated artists such as Paul Robeson. Then, in a conscious
and deliberate way, Calliver progressed to shows on literature, science, discovery,
invention, military service, and the skills of black workers—building his argument for
the intellectual abilities, the inventive talents, the courage, and the capabilities of
African-Americans, past and present.

Besides serving as a nice example of the intersection of race, politics, and technology,
Calliver’s radio series raises interesting questions that call for further study. We might
ask, for instance, how race gets represented in communications media. African-
Americans were anxious to counteract the vulgarity of “Amos ’n’ Andy” and the way
blacks were portrayed on programs like “The Jack Benny Show,” but in casting
“Freedom’s People” Calliver and his advisors were also concerned not to have an
announcer whose voice didn’t sound black enough. So, one might ask, how do race
and technology reconstruct each other in radio and in other media?

We can give meaning and form to our technologies as consumers, and we can shape
their applications through politics, but it is important to understand that they do not
come to us as a given. They are not the result of a neutral process, and they are certainly
not the consequence of some inevitable technical logic. They are the result of choices,
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of social processes, and consequently they embody interests, positions, and attitudes.
Steven Lubar puts it as follows: “Machines and technological systems, like other forms
of material culture, render cultural and social relations visible, tangible, and artifactual,
objectifying and externalizing them. Our machines reflect our culture and society.”42

More than that, even, one could argue that machines and technical processes—whether
simple or complex—don’t just mirror us, but rather they are our culture and society.
In other words, all these objects, techniques, and systems, as well as the ways in which
they are imagined, produced, employed, consumed, and experienced, are embodiments
of the ways in which we think and act.

In their own work, historians of technology have demonstrated that technologies
emerge from a rich mix of choices and constraints that are social, economic, political,
and technical. But for all that effort, the notion of technology as a black box—some-
thing that comes to us in an inescapable form—is still widely popular. Consider, for
example, a recent feature story in the New York Times about an array of small elec-
tronic devices, often installed and deployed without the knowledge of the car owner,
that are increasingly being used to monitor people and their automobiles. In fact, these
intrusive technologies are promoted by an array of interests that include insurance com-
panies, fast food chains, and car rental agencies. Yet in speaking of their use, a faculty
member at the University of Pennsylvania’s law school concluded—as if the outcome
were predetermined—that “technology goes forward and people are either forced to
accept the loss of privacy or lose out on the benefits.”43 That casual observation, so
reminiscent of the slogan of the 1933 Chicago World’s Fair, “Science Finds, Industry
Applies, Man Conforms,” ignores both the contingent nature of technology and the
unequal power relations in these transactions. And that is where including race in our
analysis brings especially useful insights. Looking at technology from the vantage point
of African-American history throws the issue of power into sharp relief. Technology
may be socially constructed, but the players are not all on the same footing—a truth
familiar to people of color, who have also long known that both its benefits and
consequences are distributed unequally.

Once we understand technology in these broader terms, we can appreciate the fact
that the history of technology in America must necessarily comprise a much larger seg-
ment of the population, black and white, than we have imagined. And this under-
standing of the material world we have created for ourselves, while more complex than
our earlier ideas about these things, ultimately yields a truer, more empowering his-
tory. But this history will not write itself. The problem of sources is real; for want of
written historical records, we know little of the enslaved African potter “Dave,” of
South Carolina, beyond the remarkable examples of his talent now housed in museums,
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and not much more of Thomas Day, the celebrated African-American furniture maker.44

But, of course—it is worth repeating—what gets remembered is not simply a matter of
documents but also of choice, of deciding what we will write about. And that decision
often rests on what we imagine it possible to write about. More and more, we are
coming to see that there is an interesting and important history to be written about
race and technology in America. Recent Ph.D. dissertations such as Linda Tucker’s
“Science at Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute,” Nina Lerman’s on nine-
teenth-century industrial and vocational education in Philadelphia, Rayvon Fouche’s
on the African-American inventor Granville Woods, Jill Snider’s “Flying to Freedom:
African-American Visions of Aviation, 1910–1927,” and Angela Lakwete’s on the cot-
ton gin are a few examples. But there is yet a great deal to be done. “Invisible Hands,”
an exhibit of black craftsmanship held at Macon, Georgia, suggested the possibilities
of future work in material culture study. And anyone interested in pursuing the subject
should begin with Theodore C. Landsmark’s “Bibliography of African-American
Material Culture,” deposited at the Henry Francis du Pont Winterthur Library in
Wilmington, Delaware.

Much is still to be discovered about the history of black scientific and technical edu-
cational institutions. Nina Lerman has written insightfully about race and education
in nineteenth-century Philadelphia, and contributes an essay to this volume that sug-
gests important larger themes on the subject, as well as an innovative conceptual frame-
work. But while there were hundreds of technical colleges and institutes created to
educate African-Americans, there is very little information about schools other than
Tuskegee and Hampton. Amy Slaton’s essay in this volume on more contemporary edu-
cational practice neatly outlines a research program that, besides providing an exam-
ple of a successful grant proposal, might help us understand some of the roots of
contrasting professional experiences between black and white engineers.

We also need a more complete exploration of African-American participation in the
industrial exhibitions of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries—from regional fairs
such as the Cotton States Expositions in Atlanta to national exhibitions such as the
one held in Louisiana in 1904 and on to the great international expositions in Paris
that Du Bois wrote about.45 The Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893 presents
especially rich materials for further examination. The Reason Why the Colored
American Is Not in the World’s Columbian Exposition, edited by Robert Rydell, is a
good place to begin.46

At the local level, the study of African-American communities with technology in
mind will reveal a wide range of technical knowledge and skills practiced by women
and men, in their homes, stores, and shops. That was true of free black neighborhoods
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before 1865, and was certainly so in the urban centers of the later nineteenth and the
twentieth century.47

We can see, then, that there is a great deal more to the interrelatedness of race and
technology than scholars once thought, and a variety of interesting ways to come at this
history. Upsetting as her story is, now that we know the dangers of overexposure to
radiation, Rebecca Herzig’s exploration of x-ray hair removal and skin whitening pro-
vides a provocative example of the varieties in analysis this subject offers. Furthermore,
there is quite a substantial amount of rewarding material for study available both to
teachers and students. The broad scope of Amy Bix’s bibliographic essay reveals a sur-
prising array of source materials and of research possibilities, and—together with the
footnote references from the essays assembled here, many of which she incorporated
into her essay—interested students will find all they need to make a start. Indeed, as we
continue to explore the richness of this subject, the only surprise will be that we have
waited so long to discover what lies at hand.
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